
Russia’s answer  
to Silicon Valley

a special report from ComputerWeekly
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The Russian government is 
investing in an ambitious project to 
create its own technology hub
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Russia plans to rival Silicon Valley 
Bryan Glick, Editor in Chief, Computer Weekly 

 

On the outskirts of Moscow, nestled among the dachas of oligarchs and 

politicians, and next door to Chelsea Football Club owner Roman 

Abramovich’s personal golf course, Russia’s bid to become a global player in 

technology is taking shape. 

According to Bloomberg’s league table of the most innovative countries in the 

world, Russia ranks only 18th – ahead of China but behind not only most of 

its global competitors, but also relative minnows in the world economy, such 

as Norway, The Netherlands and Austria. 

In the days of the Soviet 

Union, Russia had a 

reputation for engineering 

and technology that was 

embodied in heavy 

industry and its space 

programme – albeit 

focused on domestic 

markets. But in the post-

communist world of the 

past 20 years, the country 

has struggled to convert 

that heritage into 

international success. 

Niche software firms such as Kaspersky in IT security and Parallels in 

virtualisation have been role models to an extent, and Russian software 

developers compete for offshore outsourcing work. But the Russian tech 

scene lags well behind that of the US and Europe. 
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To address that gap, the Russian government is putting a reported £10bn 

over 10 years into the Skolkovo Innovation Centre – an ambitious project to 

create, from scratch, Russia’s equivalent of Silicon Valley. 

"We lack the feeling of the 'gold rush' in Silicon Valley – that critical mass of 

success stories," Alexander Kuleshov, a director at the Russian Academy of 

Sciences, told delegates at the Skolkovo Startup Village event in June. 

"The role of Skolkovo is to create success stories to give the incentive to 

invest in further success stories." 

A global player 

Over the next five years, 400 hectares of building site will become home to 

the startups that Moscow hopes will help it stake its claim to be a global 

player in technology. The site will include a science and technology 

university, in partnership with MIT; residential facilities for students, startup 

workers and their families; research and development facilities for 

international partners, including IBM, Cisco, Intel, SAP and Siemens; and co-

working spaces for startups to develop and grow their business. 

At its heart is the Hypercube, a purpose-built environment where startups 

have office facilities and access to the best mentors and advisers that Russia 

can offer. The incentives for startups are highly attractive – zero corporation 

tax for up to 10 years, non-refundable grants of up to $10m, marketing 

support for overseas trade fairs and exhibitions, and access to international 

investors. 

The Russian government has recognised the importance of technology to its 

global economic standing – Skolkovo is a pet project of prime minister Dmitry 

Medvedev, who kicked off the project in 2009 when he was the country’s 

president. 

Moscow is also investing £2.8bn to roll out fibre broadband to every town and 

village with more than 250 residents – some 13,600 settlements – and is 

giving away radio spectrum for free to expand 3G and 4G mobile networks. 
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This is a serious statement of intent, backed also by the billions accumulated 

by Russia’s oligarchs, one of whom, Viktor Vekselberg, is chairman of the 

Skolkovo Foundation, which dispenses government cash for the project. 

Skolkovo focuses on five areas: information technology, energy, 

biomedical/healthcare, nuclear and space/telecoms. The project boasts the 

involvement of more than 2,000 startups already, bringing over 1,000 new 

technologies to market. 

A new generation 

At the sociological heart of Skolkovo are the graduates coming out of 

Russia’s science and tech-oriented universities – the first generation of 

workers who have never lived under communist rule. 

―We have a new generation in Russia who are more creative and less held 

back by the past,‖ said Sergey Polyakov, CEO of the Foundation for 

Assistance to Small Innovative Enterprises. ―A lot has changed in our country 

in the last 20 years.‖ 

But Skolkovo sets its standards high and most startups that apply to be part 

of the programme fail. Only one in six applicants have been accepted, and of 

those, only one in four have received grants. 

Algomost is another startup working with Skolkovo. The company has 

developed a crowd-sourcing platform to bring data scientists together to 

create algorithms for specific data-mining challenges with corporate clients. 

Working with Skolkovo has helped Algomost to expand internationally, 

demonstrating its offerings at trade shows in Asia. 

―For companies like us in Russia that want to be global, Skolkovo is the best 

place to come to accelerate our development,‖ says Algomost CEO Michael 

Leviev. 

―The maximum amount of possibilities are in Skolkovo, but if you’re willing to 

work hard and come to Skolkovo, then the opportunity to expand 

internationally is there for sure. Thanks to Skolkovo, you have the 

infrastructure – all we need is to bring the talent.‖ 
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Some Russian tech startups have had success in the UK, too. Rockflow 

Dynamics, which makes highly specialised software for reservoir simulation, 

numbers British Gas among its customers. 

Political difficulties 

But the Skolkovo project is not without its challenges. There have been 

allegations of corruption – with claims of embezzlement followed by 

investigations by Russian authorities. Although prime minister Medvedev is 

public in his support, an initiative with billions of roubles attached to it will 

inevitably have its detractors in Russian politics. 

Even among some of the young people Skolkovo will rely on, there is private 

cynicism about the programme, and wider concerns founded in the 

government’s rigid control of state media and the internet. 

Western journalists attending the recent Startup Village event at Skolkovo 

were eager to ask about problems caused by the political situation in 

Ukraine, but Skolkovo executives and startups were dismissive, seeing 

Ukraine as more of a storm in a teacup. Nonetheless, Skolkovo was due to 

host a meeting of the G8 group of leading economies this year, an event that 

never took place as the G7 proceeded without Russia in protest at its 

annexation of Crimea. Reports also suggest a significant fall in foreign 

investment in Russia because of international concerns over Ukraine. 

There is little doubt that Western investors, while attracted to the money they 

could make from innovative Russian technologies, will be wary of committing 

too much if they perceive instability in the politics behind Skolkovo. 

So on the one hand, you have the politicians and oligarchs who see a 

successful Russian startup scene as a way to make money and extend 

influence. But on the other, you have the internet generation who would like 

to see this as a way to change Russia. ―It is a new mindset that we hope will 

define the future of our country,‖ says Anna Urmantseva, host of a popular 

Russian science and technology TV show. 

For all the political clashes, it is perhaps the culture clash that Skolkovo’s 

young entrepreneurs embody that will determine its long-term achievements. 
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But if it is true that money talks the loudest, then Russia’s third-richest man, 

Skolkovo chief Viktor Vekselberg, deserves the last word for now. 

―There is a saying in Russia that the first pancake you bake will be a failure,‖ 

he says. ―But all the pancakes we bake [at Skolkovo] will be successful.‖ 
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Technology world comes to Russia 
Bryan Glick, Editor in Chief, Computer Weekly 

 

The billions of rubles of government money being invested in the Skolkovo 

Innovation Centre on the outskirts of Moscow (read my previous post for 

more details) is not only going into developing the local tech startup 

community. 

 

Several multinational technology companies have also signed up as partners 

for the Skolkovo initiative, including IBM, SAP, Intel, Cisco, Siemens and 

others.  

 

While those firms will get early access to the innovations coming out of the 

Skolkovo-backed startups - and to government incentives that see startups 

excused of corporation tax for up to 10 years - they are also expected to set 

up research and development facilities at the expanding Skolkovo site, and 

so bring inward investment to the Russian tech sector. 

 

There is an acknowledgement among Skolkovo executives that Russia's 

domestic technology market is not sufficient to grow its own startups, and by 

implication is not so appealing to the global tech suppliers beyond a core of 

80 or so giant Russian companies such as Gazprom or Rosneft, the state 

gas and oil firms.  

 

So Skolkovo is also intended to attract those IT suppliers to Russia by 

demonstrating the quality of Russian startup skills and the products they 

bring to market - and of course by the government cash being spent here. 

 

Russian prime minister Dmitry Medvedev is due to visit the Startup Village 

event today - security at the gates was tighter, with lots of burly men in suits 

with earpieces and bulges under their jackets checking passports and IDs on 

the way in. Skolkovo is seen as one of Medvedev's pet projects and he is 

keen to give a demonstration of public support. 

 

The oligarch that Medvedev put in charge of the Skolkovo project is Viktor 

Vekselberg - reputedly Russia's third richest man. Opening the event 
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yesterday, Vekselberg said, "There is a saying in Russia: The first pancake 

you bake will be a failure. But here, we hope that all the pancakes we bake 

will be successful." 

 

There is realism as well as pots of government cash behind Skolkovo, and 

it's not expected that the overseas IT giants will set up their R&D centres 

here until 2017 or 2018 at the earliest - plenty of time for them to better 

assess the return on investing in what is still an unproven initiative.  

 

But in the global competition for the growing digital dollar, Russia is intent on 

becoming a major player - and that's something the UK and EU governments 

need to be aware of. The US, China and Japan will soon have another 

potential home for their R&D cash. 
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Russia invests £2.8bn to deliver broadband 
Bryan Glick, Editor in Chief, Computer Weekly 

 

Earlier this week, I was in Moscow, visiting the Skolkovo Innovation Centre, 

Russia's $15bn attempt to create a tech startup environment to compete with 

Silicon Valley. 

 

I mentioned in one of my reports that the Russian government was also 

funding a massive broadband roll-out - and some people asked for more 

details. I've managed to track down a few more facts: 

 

Last month, the Russian government contracted with Rostelecom, the 

national telecoms operator, in a deal worth 163bn rubles - about £2.8bn - to 

meet a universal broadband service commitment.  

 

The agreement will see Rostelecom install fibre broadband to provide a 

minimum of 10Mbps connectivity to all unconnected towns and villages with 

more than 250 people - that's roughly 13,600 settlements with a total 

population of four million people, currently on the wrong side of the digital 

divide.  

 

The company will lay 200,000km of fibre-optic cabling over the next five 

years. The contract offers Rostelecom exclusivity of service for 10 years.  

 

The new fibre network will also be used as the basis for spreading 

broadband connectivity to smaller, surrounding neighbourhoods.  

 

The Russian government intends to enact legislation to allow Rostelecom to 

lay fibre in the drainage systems that run alongside the country's road 

network.  

 

Russia's communications minister, Nikolay Nikiforov, told delegates at the 

Skolkovo event that the plan will bring broadband to 97% of the country's 

population. 

 

"In five years we hope Russia becomes a different country in terms of its 
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communications opportunities," he said. 

 

"We have the scale to make the investment pay off." 

 

No other details appear to have been released about the specific 

technologies that will be used, but the scale of Russia's ambitions to become 

a major player in the global digital economy is demonstrated by the sheer 

scale of its broadband roll-out.  

 

(Russia is also separately allocating 27bn rubles - about £460m - to upgrade 

the communications infrastructure in Crimea...) 
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Free resources for technology professionals 
TechTarget publishes targeted technology media that address your need for 

information and resources for researching products, developing strategy and 

making cost-effective purchase decisions. Our network of technology-specific 

Web sites gives you access to industry experts, independent content and 

analysis and the Web’s largest library of vendor-provided white papers, 

webcasts, podcasts, videos, virtual trade shows, research reports and more 

—drawing on the rich R&D resources of technology providers to address 

market trends, challenges and solutions. Our live events and virtual seminars 

give you access to vendor neutral, expert commentary and advice on the 

issues and challenges you face daily. Our social community IT Knowledge 

Exchange allows you to share real world information in real time with peers 

and experts. 

 

What makes TechTarget unique? 
TechTarget is squarely focused on the enterprise IT space. Our team of 

editors and network of industry experts provide the richest, most relevant 

content to IT professionals and management. We leverage the immediacy of 

the Web, the networking and face-to-face opportunities of events and virtual 

events, and the ability to interact with peers—all to create compelling and 

actionable information for enterprise IT professionals across all industries 

and markets. 

 

Related TechTarget Websites 

 

 

 

 

 
 


